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Indirizzo Sina Shisheh / Sina Glass Company 
No. 22, 17th St. Bucharest Ave.  
Tehran 1513833611

Nazione Iran, Repubblica Islamica

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
-Designing and producing the only production line of test tubes with the capacity of 40 million per year by the help of German machinery with highest
qualities. This section was able to provide the majority part of domestic needs for the last 18 years. 
-Research, designing and building the production line of flow meters (Rota meters). This equipment is an important device in measuring the flow of
liquids in laboratories. 
This production line is exclusive to Sinaglass industrial and lab glassware. 
-Established the first screw test tube production line in the country. 
-Designing and building glass blowing equipments and machineries such as production sections and training sections. According to this field some of
universities and research centers were equipped that could be named as follow: 
Azad universities of Tabriz, Ahar, Kashan, Daroud, Arak, Zanjan and also public university of Tabriz and … 
-The production section of scaled glassware. This section was successful in producing different kinds of Burettes, Pipettes, Volumetric pipette, etc. 
-Cold working section. Among the activities of this section, we can name forming the glass by cold working such as cutting, machining, stoning and
polishing the glass. This section is capable of doing all cold work process on most of the surfaces such as flat, rolled or block. All of the machineries in
this section are expertly designed and made by Sinaglass industrial and lab glassware. 
-Decorating section. This section is on business with 50 female staff. It worth to mention, that this system is the biggest section of its kind all over the
country. 
-Scientific- researching glass blowing section. This section is capable of providing especial orders (based on the provided map) made by Borosilicate
glass (Pyrex) and Quartz.

-Hot forming section. This section is capable of doing all kinds of activity relating to hot forming such as producing Including of test tubes, especial vials
with filters for anti cancer Iso-therapy medicines purposes also producing different kinds of glass Flanges.Producer of technical glass, pressed glass,
pryrex
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